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About $DMD

A decentralized cryptocurrency called $DMD seeks to give the realm of digital assets a
distinctive and enjoyable twist. $DMD wants to upend the established Meme coin industry by
introducing community-driven features and creative use cases.

$DMD hopes to give people and groups a fresh and exciting way to engage with one another and
take part in the cryptocurrency sector with its special features. With the help of a vibrant
community and blockchain technology, $DMD has the potential to emerge as a top Meme coin
in the world of digital assets.

Benefits Of DMD

● $DMD Token Holders can earn incentives by staking their tokens, which promotes
long-term holding and stability within the community.

● The non-destructive airdrops will increase the value and stability of the $DMD token.
● Having access to a new asset class that combines the cultural significance of memes with

the excitement of cryptocurrency.
● The capacity to produce and exchange exclusive NFTs inside the $DMD ecosystem.
● The Chance To Join A Group Of Meme Fans And Enthusiasts.
● Increased Exposure And Visibility For Meme Creators And Curators Through The $DMD

Platform.
● There is a chance that the value of $DMD will rise as demand for the token and the

$DMD ecosystem expand.
● Possibility Of Trading $DMD On Various Cryptocurrency Exchanges. The option to

purchase and sell goods and services inside the meme community using $DMD as a
medium of exchange.



Roadmap

★ Token Development: Develop and deploy the $DMD token on the Solana blockchain.
★ Website Launch: Develop and launch the official $DMD token website with full 

tokenomics and roadmap details.
★ Initial Marketing Campaign: Launch a social media campaign to build hype and 

awareness.
★ Token Presale: Conduct a presale of the $DMD token. Tokens are immediately distributed 

to the investors During the presale.

★ Launch on Pancakeswap: Liquidity from raised funds is added and trading is launched.
★ CMC, CG, and CEX listings.
★ Expansion: Develop and make available to token holders exclusive $DMD NFTs through 

NFT integration. Launch Community Outreach Programmes and Charitable Initiatives.
★ Increased Marketing Efforts: Extend your marketing tactics to connect with more people.
★ Partnerships: Work together to produce unique items and content with artists and 

producers. Form collaborations with influential figures in the animation and 
cryptocurrency sectors.

★ Platform Development: Create new services or platforms, like mobile apps or gaming 
integrations, to improve the utility of tokens.

★ Enhanced Exchange Listings: Make efforts to list the $DMD token on significant 
exchanges for cryptocurrencies.

★ Going Forward: Long-term plans for the $DMD token's stability and sustainable growth 
should be the main focus.

★ Community-Driven Development: Make a change to allow token holders to suggest and 
decide on future advancements in order to promote greater community-driven 
development.

★ Worldwide Reach: Increase the $DMD token campaigns' global reach.
★ Continuous Improvement: Based on community input and technical developments, 

evaluate and enhance the ecosystem on a regular basis.



Tokenomics

★ Total Supply
○ 5,000,000,000 $DMD (Five Billion DMD tokens).

★ Airdrop Campaign
○ 2%

★ Public Sale
○ 40%

★ Development
○ 5%

★ Marketing & Partnership
○ 10%

★ Staking & Community Rewards
○ 15%

★ Liquidity Pool
○ 28%


